Full Brick Veneer Wall Fence

Sure Cavity™ (SC 5016) or 10mm Sure Cavity™ (SCMM 2516) or Gravity Cavity™ (GC 1816) and Cavity Weep™ (CV 5010)

Bottom Side View

- For top of Wall Fence Details view details 03FB04BW001 and 03FB04BW002
- Trim Skirt to Overlap Cavity Weep
- Approximate 1” Air Space for Collar Joint
- Fabric to face the weather
- Apply Appropriate Moisture Resistant Coating as per Local Code and Climate Conditions

- Sure Cavity™ (SC 5016) or 10mm Sure Cavity™ (SCMM 2516) or Gravity Cavity™ (GC 1816)
- Cavity Weep™ (CV 5010)
- Metal Flashing
- CMU Backup Wall
- Bond Beam Grouted Full For Top Course
- CMU Block on Top of Footing
- Frost Depth if required
- Structural Steel as Required
- Approximately 1” Air Space for Collar Joint
- Structural Steel
- Frost Depth if required
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